
 

     

  

  

  

 

 

 

   

 
 

*Europe=s cathedrals are monuments to faith, hope, and endurance. *After World War 

II in the blackened, charred ruins of Coventry Cathedral, the burnt pillars appeared to be 

standing like petrified trees.*The blue-domed sky, clear and bright, contrasted with the 

images of fire and horror evoked by the skeleton of the cathedral. *Yet, next door, 

construction had begun on the new cathedral. Modern in architecture, its clean lines 

seemed austere and slightly utilitarian. *A special window was constructed, so angled as 

to direct the sun=s rays onto the altar. 



 

     

*Many visit the Asilent morgues@ of churches in Europe, with their caskets and shrines. 

*Westminster Abbey is like a museum of the famous dead. A heavy, somber aura gathers 

around, and the towering ceilings shadow the pews, dwarfing we mortals who tread the 

cold stone floors. 

*Yet sometimes inside these somber, awesome walls wondrous sounds and sights 

echo and re-echo. Boy sopranos, with crystal clarity, pouring out their accolades of 

praise; peons of praise exhaled through the ordered pipes of the organ join the throaty 

roar of song coming from gathered worshipers. Now the dour, drab interior takes on a 

different hue. Its vaulted ceilings become echo chambers of the human search for God. 

*What makes the difference? *It is the enthusiasm of praise, the celebration of salvation, 

the exultation in Christ=s triumph over sin, the thankfulness of the freed, and the heady 

celebration of the triumphant. 

 

 

*The ministries of the church have clearly-defined targets. Some focus on women, 

others on youth or children. The family, too, is targeted. *In all ministries praise, hope, and 

joy combine in the celebration of our salvation. In Health Ministries, our focus is on health 

for all people. *Many refine the components of health, trying to fit them together 

seamlessly. Some aspects are well-polished. Like artisans building those cathedrals, 

they are intent on putting their best work into the edifice of health. Stone masons would 

sometimes put the faces of honored or dishonorable folk into their stonework, trying to 

keep in perpetuity some characteristic felt to be important at the time. So, in the details, 



 

     

we see the goal of the artisans. Years later, these individual details lose meaning, 

blending into the general architecture. In the overall design we see the intellect of the 

architect. As artisans in Health Ministries, under direction of the Great Architect, we 

should never emphasize our personal prejudices, thereby neglecting truth and the needs 

of people.  

*The health message is like the building of a mighty cathedral. Those of us in the 

ministry are like the artisans, but the architect is God. Sometimes we polish our piece of 

marble and feel that our selected corner is the most important. Yet it is as all the pieces fit 

together that we come up with a complete and beautiful cathedral of health. 

*Some polish the A lamp@ of sunshine and *others build windows to let in the light. *Still 

others lay pathways and stairs for the easy movement of the worshipers. *Some carve out 

the baptistry and lay mosaics that mirror the beauty of the water. *Some focus on the altar 

and the essential belief and trust in God. Service areas of a cathedral, from where food 

and clothing may be distributed to the needy, are also part of the grand design.  

 

*In the ministry of health, we are builders of the temple of the indwelling God. *Yet, 

sometimes, misguided effort builds a somber, dark, foreboding structure. Here, pillars of 

Aself-control@ stand tall, forbidding, and strong. Stone ceilings ensure an environment of 

silence. These doorways keep out the joyful needy and those struggling with addiction. 

We find few congregants coming into such cold structures of health. How important it is 

that temperance should be ADivine-Control@ not merely Aself-control.@ 



 

     

*Outside, there is noise and commotion. People shout, laugh, and play. The pigeons 

foul the steps and the world goes on its way. The great cathedral of Health Ministry would 

like to open the doors to all people, not just a select few. 

*There is sometimes an aura of sadness about the old churches, a darkness, a 

gloominess, a sense of repressionCno talking, no laughing, no spontaneity. What is 

missing is the joyousness of praise, the celebration in song of the God in whose name the 

cathedral has been built, and an awareness that *AThe Lord your God in your midst, The 

Mighty One, will save; He will rejoice over you with gladness, He will quiet you in His love, 

He will rejoice over you with singing@ (Zeph. 3:17, NKJV). 

*In Health Ministry our focus is the worship. *We need to live our lives in praise of God. 

*As a cathedral exists in order to bring the people close to God, so health and Health 

Ministry have the same purpose. In the function of the cathedral, there must be a 

relationship between God and man, praise and worship; therefore, in Health Ministry we 

must nurture such relationships and extol the beauty of grace. 

*It is only by the grace of God that there is any cathedral at all. *Our own personal 

cathedral is but an expression of His graciousness in permitting our survival. *The 

maintenance of the cathedral is not only for the wonder of its construction. It is not merely 

for the discovery of some magnificent carving in the wall. The buried treasures are not 

what express the function of the cathedral. *Praise, joy, and celebration of grace fulfill the 

purpose of our cathedral. *AFear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole 

duty of man@ (Eccles.12:13, NKJV). 



 

     

*How do we give glory to the most glorious One? How can our actions impact Him? In 

our joy, in our praise, in our contentment as His children, He is satisfied. *For Ahigher than 

the highest human thought is God=s ideal for His children.@( Counsels to Parents, 

Teachers and Students, p. 364). 

*The cathedral of health is built of many parts, just like the cathedrals of Europe, the 

temples of the Far East, or the mosques of Islam. These component parts seem mundane 

and ordinary, but when fitted together create a wondrous composition that brings glory to 

our Creator God. This series is a compilation of a few simple, proven practices that ensure 

the best health possible and is presented as * CELEBRATIONS (an acronym).* This is not 

an exhortation to try to make new resolutions. CELEBRATIONS does not suggest another 

futile Abattle of the bulge.@ *It does not focus on denial of oneself. *It does away with the 

concept of a self-regulating, iron-willed, coldly calculating, do-it-yourself project. *Instead, 

we look to the Divine. In Him, we are victors; in Him, we overcome; in His gift of faith, we 

can celebrate success. *The elements of CELEBRATIONS are what make the whole 

concept of health a success.  

 *C  is for Choices, the cradle of our destiny. The choices we make are the gateways 

into the cathedral of health.  

 *E  is for Exercise, the elixir of our energy. The exercise required to walk into the 

cathedral helps us to enter into worship. 

 *L  is for Liquids, the lubricant of our functionality. The living waters, both physical 

and spiritual, will enliven our praise.  



 

   

   

 *E  is for Environment, the empowerment of our community. The cathedral 

environment is as important to the expression of praise as the sunshine to a 

summer=s day.   

 *B  is for Belief, the basis of our spirituality. The belief within our hearts motivates 

our jubilant service. 

 *R  is for Rest, the restorer of our resiliency. What rest we find sitting in the presence 

of our Creator and Redeemer!  

 *A  is for Air, the activator of our vitality. The cool air soothes and comforts us. It 

envelops and enlivens us both physically and spiritually.  

 *T  is for Temperance, the temple of our purity. Within the walls of this cathedral, 

temperance moderates the music so that it is harmonious.  

 *I  is for Integrity, the incorruptibility of our honesty. With the indwelling of the Divine,  

how can we be dishonest? 

 *O  is for Optimism, the operant of our sanity. It is our optimistic outlook that causes 

us to praise Him with zeal.  

 *N  is for Nutrition, the nourishment of our body. The food we receive is like the 

maintenance person who continually repairs, paints, and refurbishes the cathedral. 

The sermons are our spiritual food, preparing us for the inner doubts and trials. 

 *S  is for Social Support and Service, the hallmark of our relationship. Recognizing 

the beauty of our own cathedral and its purpose, we are good stewards, tending and 

caring for 



 

   

   

     this edifice of praise, this cathedral of joy, this meeting place of God and humanity. 

At the                same time we will spontaneously provide service to other people=s 

cathedrals. 

*To enjoy maximal benefits, we need to take these CELEBRATIONS principles as a 

packaged prescription. *We should not say, AWe will drink lots of fluids but do not want to 

change our poor lifestyle habit of insufficient rest!@ *This will make us irritable people, 

known more to the surrounding community as Aangry health fanatics@! Imbalanced 

lifestyle does not produce good health, as in this example. Irritability has a variety of 

negative health results. We need to be balanced in applying all the principles prescribed.  

*A practical question is, What difference does this health prescription make? *Since 

the 1950s, researchers in the United States, Australia, Norway, Japan, Poland, New 

Zealand, the Carribean Islands, and the Netherlands have published more than 

247studies in the scientific literature that deal with the health status of tens of thousands 

of Seventh-day Adventists (the most researched lifestyle cohort in the world). Despite 

the fact that not all Seventh-day Adventists adhere to all these principles, significant 

evidence proves the advantage of each of them.* Some examples are found in the 

following studies:  

 Dutch Seventh-day Adventist men live an average of 8.9 years longer than their 

non- SDA counterparts. Dutch SDA females live an average of 3.7 years longer.i  

 Norwegian SDA males live an average of 4.2 years longer than their non-SDA    

counterparts. Norwegian SDA females live an average of 1.9 years longer.ii 



 

   

   

 Polish SAD males live an average of 9.5 years longer than their non-SDA 

counterparts. Polish SDA females live an average of 4.5 years longer.iii 

 Californian SDA males live an average of 9.4 years longer than their non-SDA 

counterparts. Californian SDA women live an average of 6.2 years longer. iv 

These added years are generally healthy happy years. 

 *Gary E. Fraser, M.D., Ph.D., principal investigator and director of the Loma Linda 

University Center for Health Research, professor of medicine and epidemiology in the 

university=s schools of medicine and public health, says *AWe have now established, for 

men and women separately, that modifiable health habits such as diet, exercise, past 

smoking, obesity, and use of postmenopausal estrogens (in women), together account 

for a 12-year difference in longevity on average. To enjoy the maximum benefit, 

individuals must change their dietary and exercise habits by about age 30; however, 

health benefits can be gained by changing at any ageCbut not in so marked a way.@ 

*These findings are well known in the scientific community because of numerous 

publications and presentations of papers at professional meetings, which have provided 

an impetus to fellow researchers and government officials.  

*During this series we will study the component parts of CELEBRATIONS.  We 

should always remember that our purpose is to respond joyfully to what God has done 

for us. *Celebrate the Lord of Lords and King of Kings. *In our worship we praise, in our 

praise we thank Him, in our thankfulness we respond to Him, and in our response we 

improve our health. 
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